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At Savitri, we understand that every client has unique storage requirements, which is why we offer customized storage solutions to meet 

their specific needs. Our team of experienced professionals works closely with our clients to understand their business processes, space 

limitations, and budget constraints, to develop tailored storage solutions that maximize efficiency and minimize costs. Whether it's a simple

rack or a complex automated storage system, we have the expertise and the resources to design, manufacture, and install the right storage 

solution for our clients. Our commitment to quality and innovation ensures that our customized storage solutions are not only practical 

and efficient but also durable and cost-effective. With our customized storage solutions, our clients can expect to optimize their storage 

space, increase productivity, and streamline their operations.

Our comprehensive range of storage solutions caters to a diverse set of industries such as IT/Networking, ITES, Telecom, General and 

Industrial Electronics sectors, medical sector and many more. Our focus on customization and excellence in customer services sets us apart 

from our competitors, making us a trusted name in the industry.

We are a highly regarded and proactive organization that places a great emphasis on quality and perfection in all aspects of our activities. 

As an ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2004, and IEC 60297-3-100/DIN 41494, EIA-310 D, BS 5954-Part 2, IP55 IP66 IP67 rated products and ROHS 

certified organization, we adhere to strict quality control measures to ensure that our clients receive only flawless products. At Savitri, we 

have implemented an advanced quality control system that is operated by our experienced quality staff. Our team follows standardized 

quality measures to thoroughly check each product before it is supplied to the end-users. We believe that quality is a crucial aspect of our 

business and strive to continuously improve our processes to meet and exceed the expectations of our clients.

Customized storage solutions tailored to your unique needs:
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Slotted Angle Rack

Introducing our Slotted Angle Rack, the perfect solution for storing light goods. Our slotted angle racks 

provide a simple and cost-effective storage solution for a wide range of uses.

Key Features:

•  Load capacity: 50 Kg to 200 kg per level.

•  Rack width: 900mm to 1200mm.

•  Panels can be re-adjusted on a 25mm pitch.

•  Unique corner plate increases load capacity.

•  Quick and easy assembly, mounting, and installation.

•  clear product presentation and optimal storage capacity on less floor space.

With these key features, our Slotted Angle Rack is an ideal choice for anyone in need of an affordable, effective storage solution for their 

light goods. Choose our Slotted Angle Rack and enjoy the benefits of easy access, increased storage space, and a simple, cost-effective 

storage solution that's perfect for a wide range of applications.
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Pigeon Hole Rack

Introducing our Pigeon Hole Rack - a versatile and flexible shelving system with a multitude of individual 

application possibilities. Whether you're looking to organize your production hall, workshop, or warehouse, 

our Pigeon Hole Rack is the perfect solution for storing tools, machine parts, automotive spare parts, 

general hardware fittings, and more.

Key Features:

•  Our Pigeon Hole Rack includes a quoted load capacity per shelf that is considered as uniformly 

  distributed load. This ensures that the rack can handle heavy items with ease and provides ample space 

  for your storage needs. 

•  The rack is also highly adaptable, with a variety of configurations available to suit your specific storage 

   requirements.
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With its versatile design and high load capacity, our Pigeon Hole Rack is the ideal choice for anyone 

looking for a reliable and flexible shelving solution. Choose our Pigeon Hole Rack and enjoy the benefits 

of a customizable, high-capacity storage system that's perfect for any workspace.
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Medium Duty Storage Racks

Introducing our Medium Duty Storage Racks - the perfect storage system for warehouse and industrial 

applications. These racks are ideal for storing automotive and other spare hardware parts, bulk retail items,

and common carton and archive storage.

Key Features:

•  Load capacity of 200 Kg to 500 kg per level (UDL per level).

•  Variable and adjustable shelving system to accommodate different types of goods.

•  Load-bearing capacity of up to 1.2 ton per level.

With these features, our Medium Duty Storage Racks are the perfect choice for anyone looking for a versatile and reliable storage system 

for their warehouse or industrial space. 
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Heavy Duty Storage Racks

Introducing our Heavy Duty Storage Racks - the ultimate storage solution for heavy-duty products of all 

shapes and sizes. These racks are designed to provide space-efficient storage solutions for both low and 

high-rise storage and picking applications.

Key Features:

•  Load capacity of 1000 Kg to 3000 kg per level (UDL per level).

•  Variety of heavy-duty shelf types available, including chipboard and steel shelves, wire decking, and 

  dividers for order picking applications.

•  Can be installed as a stand-alone system or integrated with our pallet racking products.

•  Customizable to accommodate Long span Shelves, making it perfect for bulky loads.
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With these features, our Heavy Duty Storage Racks are the ideal choice for anyone looking for a robust 

and versatile storage system for their heavy-duty products.
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Mezzanine Floors and Platforms

Our mezzanine floors and platforms are an excellent solution for maximizing storage space by utilizing the 

maximum height available. They are designed to provide an additional level between the ground and ceiling 

of a facility, creating additional floor space for storage, production or office use.

Key Features:

•  Available as either rack-supported or pillar-supported mezzanines.

•  Easy and quick installation with minimal disruption to operations.

•  Disassembled and reusable with the ability to modify their size or location.

•  Wide range of sizes and construction systems available to suit various requirements.

•  Complemented by a variety of shelving systems to create customized storage solutions.

•  Accessories such as railing, stairs, and pallet unloading points are available to enhance functionality and safety.
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Multi-Tier Shelving

Multi-tier shelving is a manual storage solution designed for warehouses with limited floor space but high 

ceilings, enabling the creation of different levels of manual loading aisles at varying heights accessible by 

stairs. This solution maximizes warehouse space by optimizing height.

Key Features:

• Optimum use of space at height, making it an ideal storage solution for warehouses with limited floor space.

• Adaptability to goods and accessibility, ensuring easy and quick access to items stored on different levels.

• Ideal for order picking and archive storage, making it a perfect fit for businesses with a high volume of inventory.

• Can accommodate a range of shelving systems, allowing businesses to choose the most appropriate 

   shelving system for their needs.

• Economical use of floor space, enabling businesses to store more items without the need for additional 

   floor space.
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Mobile Compactors (Mobile Racks)

Mobile compactors, also known as mobile racks, are an innovative storage solution designed to maximize space 

utilization in industrial and commercial facilities. These systems are mounted on heavy-duty base units that can 

be moved parallel to each other, requiring only one aisle to access all stored items.

Key Features:

• Increase storage capacity by 100% to 180%.

• Reduce floor space occupation by up to 50%.

• Heavy-duty and durable racks.

• Available in manual (push and pull type) or mechanically operated (chain-driven) systems.

• Provide safe and secure storage for a variety of items.

• Easy to install and maintain.

• Customizable to meet specific storage needs.

• Improve workflow and productivity by reducing search and retrieval times.

• Available in a range of sizes and configurations to suit different storage requirements.
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Cantilever Racks

Cantilever Racks are an efficient storage solution designed for long and bulky items such as pipes, lumber, 

and steel bars. The open-front structure allows easy access and loading/unloading of products, making 

them ideal for industrial and construction applications. 

Key Features:

• Available in both single and double-sided configurations.

• Heavy-duty construction for stability and durability.

• Can be customized for specific load capacities and product sizes.

• Easy to install and reconfigure.

• Provides maximum storage space utilization while minimizing the use of floor space.

• Compatible with forklift and crane handling for efficient material handling.

www.savitritelecom.com
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Display racks are an essential part of any retail store, providing a visually appealing way to showcase products 

to customers. These racks come in various shapes, sizes, and materials and are designed to optimize space and 

highlight products for better viewing.

Key Features:

• High tensile strength and corrosion resistance for long-lasting durability.

• Smooth finishing to enhance the aesthetic appeal of the product being displayed.

• Optimum load carrying capacity to ensure that products are securely held in place.

• Available in different colours, sizes, and widths to suit the specific needs of different products.

• Customizable as per the requirement of clients to fit their unique branding and merchandising needs.
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Bin Storage Rack

Bin storage racks are an essential solution for organizing and storing small parts and components in a 

warehouse or production environment. These racks offer high-density storage and easy access to items, 

increasing efficiency and productivity while minimizing the chances of misplacing or losing items.

Key Features:

• Designed to accommodate small parts and components, including screws, nuts, bolts, washers, and other hardware.

• Comes in various sizes and configurations to suit the specific needs of different businesses.

• Constructed with high-quality materials to ensure durability, stability, and safety of the stored items.

• Each bin is typically removable, allowing for easy access and flexibility in arranging the storage space.

• Available with a range of accessories, such as dividers, labels, and drawers, to facilitate inventory 

  management and item identification.

• Maximizes floor space utilization, making it a space-efficient storage solution.

• Easy to assemble and customize according to specific requirements.

• Suitable for various industries, including automotive, electronics, and manufacturing.
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Library racks are a perfect storage solution for libraries, schools, universities, and other educational institutions 

where systematic storage and easy retrieval of books are necessary. These racks are designed to utilize 

minimum space while providing easy access to books. The Murphy book stacks offer a clear view of books, which 

makes it easier to locate and retrieve the books needed. Moreover, the design of the racks prevents books from 

wear and tear, which makes it a durable and reliable option for long-term storage.

Key Features:

•  Space optimization: Library racks are designed to maximize space utilization, allowing you to store a large 

  number of books in a compact area.

•  Easy accessibility: The racks are designed to provide easy access to books, ensuring that books can be retrieved quickly and efficiently.

•  Durability: The racks are made of high-quality materials that are durable and can withstand the weight of multiple books.

•  Wear and tear prevention: The design of the racks prevents books from getting damaged due to friction, bending or any other wear and tear.

•  Customization: Library racks can be customized to fit the specific needs and requirements of different educational institutions. This makes 

   it a versatile option that can be tailored to suit the unique storage needs of your library.
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Personal Locker

Personal lockers are storage units that are designed to provide secure storage spaces for personal 

belongings, such as bags, clothes, shoes, and other items. They are commonly used in high humidity 

areas such as fitness clubs, sauna rooms, swimming pools, retail environments, and sports centers. These 

lockers come in a wide range of styles, sizes, and configurations to match the needs of the space and 

design of the interior.

Key Features:

• Ventilating louvers for air circulation, preventing odor and mildew buildup.

• Label holders for easy identification and organization of stored items.

• Optional locks for added security, ensuring safe storage of personal belongings.

• Available in up to 6 door models, making them ideal for different spaces and storage needs.

• Each layer has a load capacity of up to 50 kg, allowing for the storage of heavy items with ease.

• Easy to install and user-friendly, providing convenience and efficiency in storing personal belongings.
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An Almirah is a type of cabinet or cupboard commonly used in homes and offices to store and organize 

various items. They are available in different sizes and materials to suit different requirements and preferences. 

Almirahs not only help in keeping things organized but also add to the decor of the room they are placed in.

Key Features:

• Durable and long-lasting construction.

• Available in different sizes and materials.

• Various compartments and shelves for easy organization.

• Lockable doors for added security.

• Attractive design and finish to complement room decor.
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Trolley

Trolleys are an essential component for transportation and movement of goods and materials in various 

industries. They offer a convenient and efficient way to move heavy items from one place to another. 

There are different types of trolleys available in the market to suit specific needs. Here are some key 

features of the following trolley types:

Key Features:

•  Can be easily folded and stored when not in use to save space.

•  Lightweight and easy to maneuver, ideal for small to medium-sized stores.

•  Durable and long-lasting construction with corrosion-resistant material.

www.savitritelecom.com

Foldable Supermarket Trolley with 

a capacity of 65 Lts:

Key Features:

•  Larger capacity for bigger stores or shopping centers.

•  Equipped with a child seat and safety belt for added convenience and safety.

•  Smooth and silent rolling wheels for easy movement even with heavy loads.

Supermarket Trolley with a capacity 

of 125 Lts:

Key Features:

• Rectangular shape offers more space and stability for larger items.

• Strong and sturdy construction with reinforced base and frame.

• Ergonomic handle for comfortable grip and control while moving heavy items.

Rectangular Type Supermarket Trolley 

with a capacity of 200 Lts:
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Basket is a container made of various materials, such as wire, plastic, or wicker, used for holding and carrying 

items. Baskets can be used in various settings, such as homes, supermarkets, and retail stores.

Key Features of Baskets:

• Durability and sturdiness for carrying heavy items.

• Lightweight and easy to carry.

• Easy to clean and maintain.

• Different sizes and shapes to fit different needs and spaces.

• Can be used for storage, organization, or display purposes.
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Savitri offers following Basket types:

Pipe Dumper: Pipe Dumper is a type of basket or container designed to store and transport long 

cylindrical objects such as pipes, tubes, and poles. It typically features a curved bottom that cradles 

the objects and prevents them from rolling around during transportation. Pipe dumpers may be made 

of various materials such as wire, plastic, or metal and may come in different sizes and shapes to 

accommodate different types and sizes of objects.

Wire Dumper: Wire Dumper is a type of storage container that is designed to hold and transport wire, 

cable, or other similar materials. It typically features an open design with wire mesh or other open sides, 

allowing easy access to the contents inside. Wire dumpers may be used in a variety of settings, such as 

manufacturing plants, warehouses, or retail stores where wire or cable is sold. They can be made of 

various materials, such as metal or plastic, and may be available in different sizes and configurations to 

meet specific storage and transport needs.

Pipe Dumper: Pipe Dumper is a type of basket or container designed to store and transport long 

cylindrical objects such as pipes, tubes, and poles. It typically features a curved bottom that cradles 

the objects and prevents them from rolling around during transportation. Pipe dumpers may be made 

of various materials such as wire, plastic, or metal and may come in different sizes and shapes to 

accommodate different types and sizes of objects.

Broom Stand: Broom Stand is a simple storage solution designed to keep brooms, mops, and other 

cleaning tools organized and easily accessible. It typically consists of a freestanding unit with slots or 

hooks to hold the handles of cleaning tools. Broom stands come in a variety of sizes and materials, 

including plastic, metal, and wood, and can be used in homes, offices, and other settings to maintain a 

tidy and clutter-free space.
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Heavy Duty Trolley

Heavy duty trolleys are designed to carry and transport heavy loads in various industries such as 

pharmaceuticals, food, retail, and automobiles. These trolleys are made of high-quality materials and are 

built to withstand rough handling and harsh environments.

Key Features:

• High load capacity: Heavy duty trolleys can carry a significant amount of weight, making them ideal for 

   transporting heavy materials and equipment.

• Durable construction: They are made of sturdy materials such as steel or aluminum and are built to 
  withstand heavy use and harsh conditions.

• Versatile design: Heavy duty trolleys come in various sizes and configurations, allowing them to be used for
   a wide range of applications.

• Easy maneuverability: They are equipped with wheels or casters that allow for easy movement and 

  maneuverability, even with heavy loads.

• Customizable options: Heavy duty trolleys can be customized to meet specific needs, such as adding shelves 

   or handles, or modifying the size or shape.
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Plastic Pallet

Plastic pallets are a popular choice for storage and transportation of goods due to their durability, strength 

and cost-effectiveness. They are commonly used in various industries such as pharmaceuticals, food, and 

retail.

Key Features:

• Sturdy and durable construction.

• Resistant to moisture and chemicals.

• Easy to clean and maintain.

• Lightweight yet strong enough to carry heavy loads.

• Available in various sizes and designs to suit different applications.

• Can be recycled, making them an eco-friendly option.

• Compatible with various handling equipment such as forklifts and pallet jacks.

• Can be stacked to save space during storage and transportation.

Light Duty Pallets Medium Duty Pallets Roto Moulded Pallets Nestable /export Pallets
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Metal Pallet

Metal pallets are a popular choice for warehouse storage and material handling needs. Savitri’s metal pallets 

are known for their durability, strength, and ability to hold heavy loads.

Key Features

• Strong and durable – can hold heavy loads.

• Stackable – saves space in warehouse storage.

• Resistant to impact, corrosion, and wear and tear.

• Reusable – long-lasting and cost-effective.

• Easy to clean and maintain.

• Environmentally friendly – can be recycled.

• Suitable for various industries and applications.
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Wooden Pallet

Wooden pallets are widely used for storage and transportation purposes in various industries. They are highly durable and cost-effective, 

making them a popular choice for businesses around the world. Savitri’s wooden pallets are designed to meet the exact requirements of 

customers and are suitable for all types of packing related works.

Key Features

•  Highly durable and can withstand heavy loads.

•  Cost-effective compared to other types of pallets.

•  Available in various sizes and designs to meet specific requirements.

•  Can be easily repaired and recycled.

• Compatible with most types of forklifts and handling equipment.

•  Provides a secure and stable base for stacking and storing goods.

•  Made from sustainable materials and eco-friendly.

•  Suitable for use in various industries such as food, pharmaceuticals, 

  and manufacturing.
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